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Homeopathic Terminology


1. ___________________________ means similar suffering. 


2. Published in 1810, The  ________________________ is a book of rules for homeopathy.  


3. Hahnemann was the first to truly treat people in a ______________________ way.  


4. __________________ is defined as the absence of need for medications of any kind.


5. The German word “prüfung” has been changed to __________________ in English and is an 
old German word which encapsulates the idea of testing, examining or trial. 


6. The Law of __________________ means what can produce symptoms in a healthy person 
can cure those same symptoms in a sick person.  


7. All the symptoms which each remedy showed when tested on healthy people are contained 


in books called _________________  ___________________.


8. An index of symptoms is contained in books called _____________________.


9. _________________ are remedy symptoms.


10. An ________________ case either gets well or dies quickly from their illness.


11. Cases where symptoms do not resolve without an outside stimulus and last a long time are 


termed _______________.


12. A _____________________________________ remedy is one selected to match the client’s 
physical, mental and emotional state.


13. Hering’s  ___________________ of ___________ says that people heal in a predictable order.


14. If healing does not follow this order, symptoms are driven to a deeper, more chronic state 


or ______________________________.


15. A term coined by Hahnemann which means “other suffering” is ___________________ and 
refers to doctors of his time who did not follow fixed rules.  


16. The two main principles Hahnemann is known for are “__________  cures  ___________” 
 


and __________ remedy at a time.  


17. The pounding of a remedy either by hand or machine is termed 


_________________________.  
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18. Another part of the homeopathic pharmacy process is ________________ or adding water to 
the original substance.  


19. Avogadro’s _________________ states that beyond a certain dilution there can be no 
molecule of the original substance.  Although high dilutions of homeopathic remedies appear 


to deny this, their use has been validated on _______________ and ______________________.


20. The letters ____ and ____ refer to the proportion of original substance to water, as remedies 
are made.  


21. Use what you have is the first order of homeopathic emergency treatment, after learning 


how to  stop ______________________ and start  ______________________.


22. Remedy kits should be protected from sunlight, strong odors and high ________________ 
fields.  



